
#4 Chuck Mahan vs #13 Richard Merlino 
 
Mahan takes a nice pot with 6s and is in control early but Merlino trying to han tough..  
 
Merlino now in big trouble down 4:1. Check is crushing him  
 
Chuck bullies Merlino into a fold. Merlino has 175 left. This could be a quick end. 
 
Merlino all in A 7 against J 10. Merlino hits his A and adds a 7 on the river for good measure. Double up and still 
alive. 
 
Merlino at 310 chips. Pumps in a “chip and a chair” comment in the chat box. Is this a turning point? 
 
It’s a turnaround for Rich! Chip and a chair back to 700 chips.  
 
Merlino has battled back from 175 to 1100.  
 
A J 3 5 board with Merlino and Chuck. All diamonds. 10 of clubs on river. Merlino wins with a 5! 
 
Chuck has allowed Merlino to climb all the way back to 1200. On the Zoom, peanut gallery comments “Chuck is 
throwing things at his computer”  
 
Merlino and Chuck in a 1k pot. 8.9 J A J board. Chuck checks. Merlino shows Qs and wins.  
 
Merlino has taken the lead! Chip and a chair comment may have truly been the moment of the first round.  
 
Merlino continues to spank Chuck and is up 2:1  
 
Merlino with a 4:1 chip advantage. J A 7 flop. Chuck bets the pot of 130. Merlino folds 
 
All in from chuck with 9s. Merlino had 4s. Doesn’t connect. Chuck doubles up. Back to even stacks and we’re all 
spared from destructive chuck. I like loud chuck better anyway.  
 
Chuck and Merlino have a 35 minute run time right now.  
 
Chuck and Merlino have friendly banter going. This is the battle of two nice guys who can’t close right now.  
 
Merlino and Chuck have a 520 pot. A 2 7 4 3 board. Both check. Merlino wins with a straight! Had the 5. Chuck 
down to 600 chips. Chuck had 2 pair.  
 
Merlino and chuck pot of 540. Board is 10 J Q. 2 diamonds. Chuck bets 270. Merlino folds. Chuck back to 1100 
chips.  
 
 
Merlino and Chuck at 44 minutes right now.  
 
Big pot with chuck 
 8 3 Q A. 1k pot. Chuck bet 500. Merlino shoved. Chuck folded! 8:1 advantage Merlino. Merlino showed 8 3 
 
Chuck 8 7 J Q board. 180 pot. Chuck checks. Merlino bets 240. Chuck folds.  
 
Merlino and chuck 5 3 6 8 board. Pot of 180. Merlino bets 280. Chuck folds. Chuck with 170 left and in trouble 
 
Chuck calls for 80. Only 80 left. 5 K 2 board. Merlino bets 240. Chuck folds for less leaving him with a single blind.  
 
Chuck automatically all in and picks up 9s! Against 4K. And it holds! Chuck survives! What a time to pick up a hand.  
 
Chuck all in for 150. Merlino has to call. A 6 for chuck against J 8. 8 on the flop for Merlino! But Chuck hits the A on 
the turn! But wait Merlino hits a J on the River! 2 pair and a win for Merlino! Back from the dead, he’s still dancing 
and we’re done after a 48 minute match.  


